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Our newest novel is a saucy political spoof designed to entertain and intrigue a wide national audience. The story runs 330 pages and is done in trade softcover.
We are aiming at New York’s power markets and wish to create as much political fallout as we possibly can.
The cast and crew of colorful characters range from cracker crazy to sane as a thunder storm.
Protagonist Crazy Clay Jaxon is blessed with the curse of Backdoor Barbi, his almost-a-mistress from the south side of Chicago.
Wacky sidekick Tiger Doows and his semi-sophisticated counterpart Blitz Wolfer help stave off a riot on the streets of New York’s West Side. Chief of Security
Big Brown Ryle O'Billy protects them against a loco cherry bomber and a corporate takeover, while fending off the cops and saving his son from injustice.
Snakey Jake and the Doows Brothers Band rock and roll into Hit City from West Manhattan.
NYPD Detective Frank Barney and Sergeant Ernie McMuppet conspire to corral the Cherry Bomber and throw the whole gang in jail.
Will Rogers’ Ghost shows up at the big bash and pans the political shenanigans of the late twentieth and early twenty-first centuries, after which Crazy Clay
Jaxon is harnessed by two fiancées and cannot escape, while the others attempt to elude NYPD’s not-so-finest.
Crazy Clay declares war on occult philosophy and lets it be known that Islam is not a religion, but a body politic that has no place within America’s borders.
The Day the Toilet Paper Died is the first of a trilogy of Crazy Clay Jaxon’s free-spirited adventures and promises to gain a large, enthusiastic audience of
free-spirited readers!
************
Be sure and place your advance order for a first edition copy by clicking here!
www.bookmasters.com
Sincerely,

Jack Wayne

